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Prior Knowledge & Skills—Year 2 Invasion Games 

Show control and co-ordination when moving at different 

speeds. 

Maintains balance whilst changing direction quickly. 

Show control and accuracy in order to keep possession. 

Combine changes in speed and direction to gain an ad-

vantage. 

Use simple tactics to attack or defend. 

Key Knowledge & Skills 

Year 3: 

Use changes in speed, direction or height effectively. 

Accelerates quickly from a stationary position. 

Move into appropriate spaces to pass and receive. 

Use tactics to keep possession. 

Work as part of a team, communicating to gain advantages. 

Copy tactics to attack or defend effectively. 

Year 4: 

Use a range of changes in speed, direction or height effectively. 

Accelerates quickly from a stationary position in response to 

movement challenges e.g. moves quickly to close down opponent. 

Work as part of a team to create space. 

Use a range of tactics to keep possession. 

Work effectively as part of a team, communicating to gain ad-

vantages. 

Choose effective tactics to attack or defend. 

 

Key Vocabulary Famous Sportsperson— Mikkel Hansen 

Mikkel Hansen is a Danish handball player. 

He has been named player of the year three 

times, and has won many competitions in-

cluding the Olympic Games. He is known 

for being able to get teams out of difficult 

situations, scoring from a free throw in the 

last second of a game for Denmark to turn 

a game 

around 

against Rus-

sia, from a 

seemingly 

impossible 

angle.  

Local Clubs 

Norwich Handball Club play in Norwich. 

More details available on the England 

Handball website 

www.englandhandball.com 

Word Definition 

Shoulder Pass An overarm pass, per-
formed with your elbow at 
an ‘L’ shape, so that the 
ball can be protected from 
other players.  

Bounce Pass Similar to a shoulder pass 
in terms of technique, 
however the ball is 
bounced between you and 
your teammate to get un-
derneath opposition play-
ers.  

6m Line A line around each team’s 
goal. Only the goalkeeper 
is allowed in here, unless 
an attacking player jumps 
over this and throws the 
ball before they land.  

Dribble A way of getting the ball up 
the pitch, by bouncing it. 
Unlike a basketball drib-
ble, you may only use one 
hand and your hand must 
remain flat on top of  the 
ball.  

Jump Shot The main way of shooting 
at goal. It involves jumping 
to gain more height and 
power.  

Standing Shot Another way of shooting. It 
involved being rooted to 
the ground and using the 
turning force of your whole 
body to generate power.  

Future Learning—Year 5 Invasion Games 

Use a wide range of changes in speed, direction or 

height effectively and with control; Consistently ac-

celerates quickly from a stationary position to con-

tribute to successful performance. 

Work individually or as part of a team to exploit space 

and gain an advantage; Choose effective tactics to 

keep possession; Choose different tactics to attack or 

defend accurately. 

Show consistency and control in team games: play 

with greater speed and flow.  


